haps, before it will be easy enough. Many of my boys are giving a gooa
account of themselves, Middle-West, North-West, South-West and West,
and across the Seas. But current life mocks most of our effort forward,
breaks it to fragments if it can. To save only a few pieces for future refer-
ence as life goes on its way is all we have a right to expect.
Nevertheless, principle alone is defence and refuge from chaos. Other-
wise utter defeat.
This digression is here because several young men were at this time
doing good work in California on their own—while the work on La Minia-
tura was going forward. The block experiments had been made and I
was ready to start the first one. Its owner named it La Miniatura—the first
block house. Since we are in work now here is the story of
LA MINIATURA, FIRST-BORN OF CALIFORNIA
La Miniatura happened as the cactus grows, in that region still showing
what folk from the Middle-Western prairies did when, inclined to quit,
the prosperous came loose and rolled down there into that far corner to
bask in eternal sunshine.
Near by, that arid, sunlit strand is still unspoiled desert. You may see
what a poetic thing this land was before this homely mid-west invasion.
Curious tan-gold foothills rise from tattooed sand-stretches to join slopes
spotted as the leopard-skin with grease-bush. This foreground spreads to
distances so vast—human scale is utterly lost as all features recede, turn
Hue, recede and become bluer still to merge their blue mountain shapes,
snow-capped, with the azure of the skies. The one harmonious note man
has introduced into these vast perspectives, aside from the long, low
plastered wall, is the eucalyptus tree. Tall, tattered ladies, these trees
stand with careless feminine grace in the charming abandon appropriate
to perpetual sunshine, adding beauty to the olive-green and ivory-white
of an exotic symphony in silvered gold and rose-purple. Water comes, but
it comes as a deluge once a year to surprise the roofs, sweep the sands into
ripples and roll boulders along in the gashes combed by sudden streams in
the sands of the desert. Then—all dry as before.
No, not all, for man has caught and held the fugitive flood behind great
concrete walls in the hills while he allows it to trickle down by meter to
vineyards, orchards and groves. And—yes—to neat, shaven lawns two by
twice. Little lots' just like those back home in the Middle West. Those
funny and fixed little features—the homes—stare above the lawns wear-
ing as many different but curiously unvaried expressions of the same fixed
face as there are different people looking out of the windows at each other.
They too are as much the same.
This newcomer from the fertile midwestern prairies came here to make
sunshine his home. But at first the home did not know how to bask any
more than he himself did. Shirt sleeves were his limit and his home had
no shirt sleeves nor anything at all easy-going about it. No indeed, that
home of his was still as hard and self-assertive as the flat sticks he made it
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